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Abstract: The transport and crystallization processes of chromogenic 5.0% CuSO4 solution in the
supporting body and coarse plaster of simulated wall painting samples were observed. A scanning
electron microscope a and self-designed double-layer surface contact internal pressure method
were used to test, respectively, the micro-morphologies of salt crystals in different regions and the
micro-forces on the contact surfaces during the spread and crystallization of water and salt solution.
The results demonstrate that the salt crystals formed by the CuSO4 solution on the surface of the
simulated wall painting showed two different shapes: a salt belt formed by clustered crystals, and
a layer of salt crust. The difference was speculated to be related to the crystals’ growth conditions. The
destructive effect of salt solution and salt crystals on wall paintings manifested itself by weakening
the connectivity between different materials, and changing the volume and morphology of the wall
paintings. Using the double-layer surface contact internal pressure method, the forces generated by
the salt solution and salt crystals on the simulated wall paintings were demonstrated to be adsorption
force, expansion force generated by the crystals’ precipitation and growth, and suction force resulting
from water loss and the shrinkage of crystals. The expansion force and suction force were not in
a stable state, resulting in the contact surfaces continuously bending and stretching. Compared with
pure water, salt solution can aggravate damage to the stability of wall paintings. This analysis of the
transport, crystallization and micro-forces of a chromogenic salt solution in simulated wall painting
samples can provide a scientific basis for studying the general patterns of damage caused by soluble
salt to wall paintings during its transport and crystallization, and provide insight that can further the
protection of cultural relics.

Keywords: chromogenic salt solution; simulated wall painting; transport and crystallization;
micro-force

1. Introduction

Ancient murals are important historical treasures of great scientific and artistic value;
they are not only precious sources for studying social production modes and lifestyles in
various historical periods but also essential carriers indicating different national cultures.
Nevertheless, owning to the complex composition of Chinese wall paintings, the migration,
dissolution, and crystallization of salt solutions [1] gradually produces some serious forms
of damage, including cracks, flaking, and detachment of the pigment layer, all of which put
these ancient wall paintings at risk. For example, Figure 1 shows the efflorescence of Maiji
Mountain Grottoes in China, built over 1600 years ago. Soluble salt solutions have caused
the plaster layer to expand, the surface structure to be loosened, and plaster layer material
to fall off [2].
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At present, research on soluble salt solutions in wall paintings have mostly focused
on the sources of water and salt [3–5], the mechanism of salt damage [6–18], detection of
soluble salts, and methods of desalination [19–30]. Many researchers have analyzed the
thermodynamic and kinetic mechanism and crystallization law of soluble salts in stone
materials [31–38]. However, there is no clear study on micro-forces during the transport
and crystallization of soluble salt solutions in wall paintings. There have been some studies
on the migration and crystallization of salt solutions in porous samples [39–43]; however,
these methods have certain flaws when applied to large cultural relics. Given that the
surface tension and crystal mode of a CuSO4 solution are very similar to those of an Na2SO4
solution contained in wall paintings [44], and that the chromogenic property of CuSO4
solution displays a similar process of change in wall painting samples more obviously [45],
a 5.0% CuSO4 solution was selected for this study, and its transport and crystallization
process in a simulated wall painting sample and simulated coarse plaster was observed.
The microscopic morphologies of crystals were observed by means of a scanning electron
microscope. Using a self-designed double-layer surface contact internal pressure method,
the micro-forces generated by water and salt solution on the double-layered contact surfaces
were tested during the spread, evaporation, and crystallization of the liquid. In addition,
the micro-forces generated on the double-layer contact surfaces as a result of the coarse
plaster containing water and a salt solution during liquid change were also tested.

2. Experimental Methods and Detection Techniques
2.1. Preparation of Simulated Wall Painting Samples

A complete wall painting generally includes three parts: the supporting body, the
coarse plaster and the paint layer. Many Chinese wall paintings were made on sandstone
and conglomerate [46]; therefore, a sandstone sample with high compressive strength
was used to simulate the supporting body. In this experiment, Chinese sandstone with
a calcium content of about 2% was selected. Its water absorption, apparent porosity,
bulk density, and compressive strength were 4.93% by mass, 10.93%, 2.22 g·cm−3, and
49.20 MPa, respectively. The raw materials of the plaster layer were silt, sand, wheat
straw, and fine linen. The “fine linen” we chose was jute sold in the northern markets of
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China. The soil and sand used to make the coarse and fine plaster were screened with
sieves, mixed with a certain amount of water, wheat straw, or fine linen, and stirred evenly.
The proportion of soil, sand, wheat straw/fine linen, and water was about 48:27:2:23. We
smeared a thick coarse plaster mixed with wheat straw onto the surface of the supporting
body, then smeared on a thin fine plaster mixed with fine linen to make a smooth plane,
and painted on a layer of white powder consisting of lime and water. Finally, traditional
pigments commonly used in Chinese paintings, mixed with 5% gelatin, were painted onto
the white powder layer to prepare the paint layer. The Chinese paint pigments we chose
were various mineral pigments used in the Dunhuang murals [47], with a red pigment
made of ochre, a green pigment made of malachite, a blue pigment made of azurite, and a
black pigment made of pine-soot ink. The soil and sandstone used to make the sample was
desalted beforehand [48]. We conducted many experiments and selected a representative
sample for display. The size of the selected simulated wall painting sample was about
5.5 cm × 5.5 cm × 5.3 cm (Figure 2). The profile of the sample is shown in Figure 3. To
analyze the effect of the salt solution on the coarse plaster and paint layers, a 55.8 g sample
consisting of coarse plaster and paint layers was also made in the same way as the sample
described above.
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2.2. Experimental Methods and Characterization of Results
2.2.1. Observation of the Transport and Crystallization of a Salt Solution in a Simulated
Wall Painting Sample

A 5.0% CuSO4 solution was prepared (anhydrous copper sulfate crystal and deionized
water, anhydrous copper sulfate crystal: AR, purity 99.0%, Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical
Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). A video recorder (SONY FDR-AX45, Tokyo,
Japan) was used to record the process of change in the solution as it passed through the
simulated wall painting sample in real time. The rate at which the solution rose was
calculated according to the change in liquid level. Meanwhile, changes in the salt crystals
on the sample’s surface and changes to the sample’s volume caused by the salt solution
were recorded. The controlled ambient temperature was 25 ◦C and the relative humidity
was 50%.

2.2.2. Micromorphological Analysis of Crystals

After carbon plating the surface of salt crystals obtained by the evaporation of a 5.0%
CuSO4 solution, the surface and section micro-morphologies of crystals forming the salt
crust and salt belt were analyzed using a Jeol JSM-6700F (Akishima, Japan) scanning
electron microscope.

2.2.3. Micro-Force Test

The controlled ambient temperature was 25 ◦C and the relative humidity was 50%.
A self-designed double-layer surface contact internal pressure method was used to test
the changes of force generated by water and the CuSO4 salt solution during its transport
through the sample and the crystallization of the liquid. A Mettler Toldeo ML203T/02
(Zurich, Switzerland) electronic balance was used to monitor the change in mass as the
water and salt solution spread, evaporated, and crystallized within the double contact
surfaces [49]. The diagram of the experimental device is shown in Figure 4. Surface 1
was a nonporous glass plate that cannot be penetrated or dissolved by the solution, and
surface 2 was a porous plate with a pore width of about 1.0 mm and a pore spacing of about
1.0 mm that allowed water to evaporate via the pores. The specific operations included the
following steps. The liquid was dropped onto contact surface 1; the value measured by the
balance was the weight of the liquid. Contact surface 2 was quickly pressed onto the surface
of the liquid, with the distance from contact surface 1 set to 1.0 mm. Since contact surfaces
1 and 2 were fixed, the change in mass measured by the balance related to the interaction
between the liquid and the contact surfaces. For example, when the balance recorded
negative figures, it meant that the upward force generated by the adsorption of the two
contact surfaces and the liquid was greater than the gravity of the liquid itself. The absolute
value of such negative values increased as the upward adsorption force increased. When
the balance recorded positive figures, this indicated that an expansion force was being
generated between the two contact surfaces due to the formation of crystals. The greater the
expansion force, the greater the positive value displayed. These recorded changes in mass
can be used to determine the change in forces during the processes of evaporation, crystal
nucleus formation, crystal growth and complete crystallization of the solution. Moreover,
the micro-forces on the double-layer contact surfaces generated by the coarse plaster’s
water and salt solution content during liquid changes were also tested.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Transport and Crystallization of the Salt Solution in the Simulated Wall Painting Sample

The sample was placed in a container containing CuSO4 solution, at a depth of about
1.0 cm. Changes in the salt solution within the simulated wall painting sample was
recorded in real time. In the first 3.5 h, the rate of transport of the CuSO4 solution through
the simulated wall painting sample was about 0.57 mm·h−1. When the salt solution had
migrated upward by capillary action for 3.5 h—in other words, when the salt solution was
at a height of about 2 mm from the solution level—salt crystals began to appear at the
solid–liquid interface (Figure 5b). With the continuous accumulation of crystals, the rising
rate of the solution became faster and the salt crystal content increased more in the corner
region of the sample, which has more capillary pores and greater ambient airflow. When
the salt crystals grew and accumulated in clusters at the interface between the supporting
body and the coarse plaster at the edge of the sample (Figure 5c), the crystallization of the
salt solution and the crystal growth produced a force on the coarse plaster, resulting in its
micro-deformation (Figure 5d). The dynamic diagram of specific deformation process is
shown in the Supplementary Material Figure S1. The molecular attraction and the surface
tension at the interface generated by the solution and air, as well as the solution and the
porous sample, caused the water to migrate to the sample’s surface [45].

The salt belt on the surface of the simulated wall painting sample grew, accumulating
upward and widening. In addition, a layer of salt crust covering the sample’s surface
formed between the solution’s surface and the salt belt, as shown in Figure 5. After 120 h,
with the continuous decrease in the delivery of salt solution, the level of liquid solution
decreased, and the salt crust on the sample surface crystallized and dried. If any errors
caused by the non-uniformity of the rock are ignored, we can say that the crystals always
rose higher at the sample’s edges (Figure 6), forming an inverted parabolic shape [45].
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The micro-morphologies of clustered salt crystals (Figure 7) and crystals forming the
salt crust (Figure 8) were tested by means of SEM. As shown in Figure 7, it was found
that the clustered crystals were larger at the edges and corners because these areas could
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more easily accept the solute and the crystals grew faster there. The clustered crystals
presented a ladder accumulation of particles 1.25–5.00 µm in size. However, the size of
crystals forming the salt crust in Figure 8 was smaller, relatively speaking. The crust was
mainly composed of 0.01–0.50 µm particles which formed a lamellar accumulation with a
thickness of about 3–5 µm.
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Figure 7. Photos of clustered salt crystals (a) crystals collected from the salt belt; (b) clustered crystals
(c) top of clustered crystals; (d) side of clustered crystals; (e) micro-morphology of the crystals.

According to the test results, the difference in crystal morphology between the clus-
tered salt belt and the lamellar salt crust related to the growth conditions. Due to the
decrease in moisture content at the pore level, when the unsaturated capillary flow is no
longer able to supply water, a certain amount of salt will crystallize at each cluster [50]. The
salt solution continued to flow upward along the salt belt on the surface, resulting in larger
crystal sizes and continuous widening of the salt belt. It is speculated that the process of
forming clustered salt crystals relates to the eddies in the motion of the salt solution in the
sample. Around the growing crystals, the solute in the solution adhered to them, leading
to a decrease in the solution’s concentration. In addition to the heat released by the crystals’
growth, the solution’s density decreased. Under the action of gravity, the water rose and
the salt solution was continuously replenished; the upward eddy motion produced by
crystallization eventually led to the upward widening of the salt belt. There were different
crystallization rates: the solution in the salt belt had a fast crystallization rate and many
crystallization centers. Further, under the action of the unsaturated solution, the crystals
dissolved and recrystallized. A single crystal was approximately spherical, and the stacked
crystals were dendritic. The upward stacking of salt crystals is also related to the creeping
effect [51].

Between the liquid surface of the salt solution and the formed salt belt, the solute
was easily obtained below the salt belt’s crystals, forming a lamellar salt crust which was
attached to the sample’s surface and grew downwards (Figure 8). Due to the continuous
decrease in the liquid level of the salt solution and the changes in ion concentration, cracks
formed between each layer of crystals; these can be directly observed in the cross-sectional
morphology of the salt crust in Figure 8. In addition, the formed crust itself can act itself as
a porous medium, building up additional layers of salt crystals [52].
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The forces generated by the salt belt’s formation on the surface of the simulated wall
painting sample were analyzed, but the specific role of each component in the deformation
dynamics wasn’t been studied in depth. The transport of the salt solution through the
porous sample was mainly due to capillary action. In the process of crystallization, the
location and width of the salt belt were determined by patterns in the capillary transport of
the salt solution, the laminar flow of water through the pores, and the concentration of the
salt solution [44]. The crystallization force at the interface between the supporting body
and the coarse plaster directly determined the degree of damage suffered by the sample.
The crystallization force of the salt solution widened the split between the supporting body
and the coarse plaster and weakened their connectivity.

3.2. Transport and Crystallization of a Salt Solution in the Simulated Coarse Plaster and
Paint Layers

Taking into consideration the substantial difference in composition between the sup-
porting body and other parts of the simulated wall painting sample, after analyzing the
movement and change in the salt solution in the supporting body, the experiment further
observed the transport and crystallization process of the salt solution through the coarse
plaster and paint layers. A 55.8 g sample was selected, consisting of the coarse plaster
and paint layers and 8.0 g of the 5.0% CuSO4 solution was added. The changes in sample
volume and surface morphology during absorption solution and complete drying were
recorded in real time.

The size and morphology of the paint layer on the surface of the simulated wall
painting sample (Figure 9) remained almost unchanged due to the bonding effect of the
binder. However, the volume of the coarse plaster expanded, and there was warping of
the paint layer, especially at the edges that were in contact with the coarse plaster. The
morphology of the sample changed from an initial cylinder to an irregular round platform
(Figure 9d).
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Figure 9. The processes of change as the sample consisting of coarse plaster and paint layers absorbed
the solution then dried out: (a) untreated sample; (b) after absorbing salt solution for 54 min; (c) after
losing water and shrinking for 6 h; (d) after drying for 30 h.

Our analysis showed that the coarse plaster changed in three stages: absorbing salt
solution, losing water and shrinking, and drying out. In the first stage, the volume of
the sample expanded continuously after absorbing the salt solution. As can be seen
by comparing the coarse plaster in Figure 9a,b, the sample changed in both horizontal
and vertical dimensions, from an initial base diameter of 6.5 cm and height of 1.5 cm to
a diameter of 7.0 cm and height of 2.0 cm, although the diameter of the top was almost
unchanged. The volume expansion rate was about 43.85%. In the second stage, after the
sample had absorbed the solution for 54 min and reached its maximum volume expansion,
it began to lose water, resulting in volume shrinkage. After about 6 h, the height changed
from 2.0 cm to 1.9 cm before salt crystals were precipitated on the surface. The volume
shrinkage was about 5.00%. In the third stage, the crystals of cupric sulfate pentahydrate
were continuously precipitated on the surface, and the volume of the sample did not change
after about 30 h. As shown in Figure 9c,d, the diameter of the coarse plaster changed from
7.0 cm to 7.1 cm and its height decreased from 1.9 cm to 1.7 cm. The volume shrinkage rate
was about 9.18%, with the base diameter widening and the height decreasing. Compared
with the initial cylindrical sample shown in Figure 9a, and the irregular round platform
in the stable state of dehydration shown in Figure 9d, the overall expansion rate was
about 24.18%.

The change in size and stress caused by the salt solution can weaken the connection
between the paint layer and the coarse plaster, and may even cause the paint layer to warp
and fall off.

3.3. Micro-Forces Generated by the Salt Solution in the Changing Process

The changes in the salt solution caused changes in the shape and volume of the
simulated wall painting samples, and the micro-forces generated as a result of these
processes of change in the solution were tested using the self-designed double-layer contact
surface internal pressure method described above.
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3.3.1. Micro-Forces Generated by the Salt Solution

A total of 0.50 g deionized water was weighed out and placed on surface 1 of the of
double-layer surface contact internal pressure experimental device (as shown in Figure 4).
The distance between the double-layer contact surfaces was set to 1.0 mm and the contact
surfaces were in full contact with the water surface; changes in mass were measured using
the balance throughout the process. The results are shown as the black curve in Figure 10a.
In stage a, the liquid attached to the double-layer contact surfaces. When the upward force
generated by the adsorption of the two contact surfaces and the liquid was greater than
the gravity of the liquid itself, the balance displayed a negative value. With the liquid’s
spread, adsorption gradually increased. The absolute value of the negative value increased
as the upward adsorption force increased. After reaching its maximum value, the water
began to evaporate, and the force on the double-layer contact surfaces gradually decreased,
indicated by the gradual increase in the mass curve (stage b). After about 11 h, the water
had completely evaporated and the interaction force on the double-layer contact surfaces
disappeared completely.
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A 5.0% CuSO4 solution of the same mass was weighed out between the double-layer
contact surfaces and the change in mass as the solution crystalized was measured, as
shown by the red curve in Figure 10a. The changes observed during stage a were the
same as those observed with the water, which is to say, the adsorption force produced
by the water molecules on the double-layer contact surfaces increased with the spread
of the solution’s surface. Due to the evaporation of the water in the solution, after about
7 h, the solution was supersaturated and crystals precipitated continuously, generating an
expansion force on the two contact surfaces. The solution continued to evaporate and the
crystals grew, as shown by the continuous rise in the mass curve. The downward part of
the mass curve is mainly due to the dehydration and drying out of the deliquescent crystals,
which increased the suction force between the double-layer contact surfaces; this force
was mainly generated by shrinkage of the crystals. After point c on the graph, the curve
indicates a process of continuous decreases and increases, which are due to the continuous
crystallization and deliquescence of the crystals, causing the mass to increase due to water
evaporation and decrease due to deliquescence. The changes in force generated by the
copper sulfate solution’s crystallization are similar to those generated by sodium sulfate
solution, according to a previous study using the double-layer surface contact internal
pressure method [49]. The solute content of the 0.5 g solution was measured and found to
be 0.025 g. The greatest weight displayed on the balance was about 5.0 g, indicating that
the force generated by the salt crystals plus the gravity of the salt crystals themselves was
about 0.005 kg × 9.8 N/kg. However, the weight of the salt crystals was relatively small,
meaning it can be ignored.
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Comparing the changes in mass of the water and salt solution, it can be seen that the
solution’s molecules produced an adsorption force on the double-layer contact surfaces.
The forces produced by the salt solution included an expansion force, caused by the growth
of salt crystals on the double-layer contact surfaces, and a suction force generated when
the crystals lost water and shrank. Due to the continuous crystallization–deliquescence of
the crystals, the forces they generated were not constant, leading a continuously changing
process of bending and stretching of the contact surfaces. It can be inferred that the presence
of a salt solution inside wall paintings may generate unstable forces of the same nature on
the pores.

3.3.2. Micro-Forces Generated by the Salt Solution in Coarse Plaster

After placing the coarse plaster sample on the surface 1 and returning the balance
value to zero, 9.0 g liquid was dropped onto the coarse plaster; the value measured by the
balance was therefore the weight of the salt solution. The surface 2 was put in complete
contact with the liquid surface. Changes in mass of the coarse plaster were tested with
water and with the salt solution; the results are shown in Figure 11. The water was first
adsorbed into the upper contact surface and it was observed that the adsorption force
increased with the continuous spread of water, which is shown in the stage a curve in
Figure 11a. Due to the expansion in volume of the coarse plaster as it absorbed water, when
the upper surface of the plaster touched the surface 2, it generated an expansion force on
the surface, causing the value displayed on the balance to increase, as shown in the stage b
curve in Figure 11a. The stage b curve rises and remains stable for about 3000 min. As the
coarse plaster gradually dried out, its volume shrank again, causing the force generated
on the contact surface to gradually decrease, as shown by the gradual decrease in the
value measured by the balance. The c curve in Figure 11a shows that the sample gradually
lost water, with almost complete loss after 1000 min, after which the mass of the sample
remained stable.
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Consistent with the laws governing changes in water-containing samples, the mass
curve of the salt-containing sample decreased continuously as the salt solution spread,
increased after the solution was absorbed and the sample expanded, and began to decrease
as the solution evaporated. The difference was that the change in the mass of the salt
solution was unstable, as reflected by the curve; that is, the force generated on the double-
layer plates was unstable due to the changes occurring in the salt solution. In stage b
in Figure 11b, the continuous process of crystallization and deliquescence of crystals is
indicated by the burred rising and falling shape of the curve, with changes occurring faster
than during the expansion in volume caused by the sample’s absorption of the solution.
After the volume had been stable for about 1000 min (stage c) it started to shrink, and then
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expand again (stage d); from this point the curve begins to rise and fall again, generating a
burred shape. This indicates the process of “crystals’ crystallization and deliquescence” and
“sample’s expansion and shrinkage” alternately changed. It is speculated that this is related
to discontinuity in the laminar flow of the solution in the sample, which is accelerated by
the crystallization–deliquescence of the salt crystals. Due to the anisotropic nature of the
materials used in wall paintings, compared with pure water, salt solutions can aggravate
the destruction of the bonding between different materials.

4. Conclusions

The transport and crystallization process of a 5.0% CuSO4 solution in simulated wall
painting samples was observed. The microscopic morphologies and micro-forces generated
by crystals were tested by means of a scanning electron microscope and a self-designed
double-layer surface contact internal pressure method. The results showed that:

(1) Chromogenic CuSO4 solution formed two different shapes: a salt belt formed by
clustered crystals and a salt crust layer below the salt belt. In the salt belt, the
clustered crystals were larger in size, mainly presenting a ladder accumulation of
1.25–5.00 µm particles. The size of the crystals forming the salt crust were smaller,
mainly particles of 0.01–0.50 µm, presenting a lamellar accumulation with a thickness
of about 3–5 µm. It is speculated that the differences in crystal morphology are related
to the growth conditions.

(2) The crystallization of the salt solution in the simulated wall painting sample weakened
the bonding between the supporting body and the coarse plaster, resulting in the
micro-deformation of the coarse plaster. Furthermore, the effect of the salt solution on
the sample consisting of coarse plaster and a paint layer resulted in changes in the
appearance change of the sample, from an initial cylinder to an irregular round table.
The maximum expansion rate was about 43.85%, and the overall expansion rate was
about 24.18%.

(3) The double-layer surface contact internal pressure method showed that the main
forces generated by the salt solution were an expansion force on the contact surfaces
during crystallization and crystal growth, and a suction force generated when the
crystals lost water and shrank. The expansion and suction forces were not stable and
led to the contact surfaces continuously bending and stretching. Under the controlled
experimental conditions, the maximum force on the double-layer surfaces reached
about 0.049 N when the content of the solute was 0.025 g.

(4) The process of “crystals’ crystallization and deliquescence” and “sample’s expansion
and shrinkage” alternately changed. This was inferred to be related to the laminar
flow of the solution in the sample, with the crystallization deliquescence of the salt
solution accelerating the discontinuity in laminar flow. Due to the anisotropic nature
of the materials used in wall paintings, compared with pure water, salt solutions can
aggravate the loss of connectivity between different materials.

This analysis of the transport, crystallization, and micro-forces associated with the
penetration of a chromogenic salt solution into simulated wall painting samples can provide
a scientific basis for studying the general laws governing damage caused by soluble salts to
wall paintings during transport and crystallization, contributing to the further protection
of cultural relics.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst12030351/s1, Figure S1. Dynamic change process of salt
solution in simulated sample.
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